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Abstract 
We give a representation for [4] 3 by circles in the plane. We also show that representing the 
Boolean lattice B 6 by 4-spheres in R 5 is equivalent to placing 26 - 2 points on the unit sphere in 
R 5 such that certain distance requirements are satisfied. As a consequence of this result, there is 
no symmetric embedding of B 6 by 4-spheres in ~s. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Let P = (V, ~<) be a partially ordered set. The poset P is said to be an n-sphere 
order, if it is possible to represent each element x e P by an n-sphere Sx in R" + 1 such 
that x < y exactly when Sx lies within Sy. 
The two main open questions in this area are the following: 
(1) Is every finite 3-dimensional poset a circle order (i.e. a 1-shape order)? 
(2) Is every finite poset an n-sphere order for some n? 
Both affirmative and negative answers are conjectured in the literature to each one of 
these questions. 
For  the first question, Fon-Der-F laass [-2] gives a representation of [3] 3 by circles 
in the plane. On the other hand, it is only known that certain infinite 3-dimensional 
posets are not circle orders. Namely, Fon-Der-Flaass [-2] proved that [2] x [3] x N is  
not a sphere order, hence not a circle one. Earlier it was shown by Hur lburt  [-3] that 
N 3 is not a circle order. 
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For the second question, Brightwell and Winkler [1] constructed a sequence of 
finite posets {P,} such that P, is an n-sphere order but not an (n - 1)-sphere one. Thus 
UP, is not a sphere order. However, UP, is an infinite poset having an infinite 
dimension. Brightwell and Winkler [1] cautiously conjecture that the Boolean lattice 
B6 is not a sphere order. 
In this note, we show that [4] 3 is a circle order by giving a representation for it by 
circles in the plane. We also present anew approach for attacking the second question. 
We show that representing B6 by 4-spheres in •5 is equivalent to placing 2 6 --  2 
points on the unit sphere in R 5 such that certain distance requirements are satisfied 
(see Section 3). As a consequence of this result, there is no symmetric embedding of 
B6 by 4-spheres in R 5. 
2. Circle representation of [4]  3 
In this section we give a representation f [4] 3 by circles in the plane. We denote by 
C(i, j, k) the circle representing the element (i,j, k)~ [4] × [4-1 × [4]. Define the three 
vectors el = (1, 0), ez = ( - 0.5, - x/~/2) and e3 = ( -  0.5, x/~/2). The circle C(0, 0, 0) is 
the single point (0, 0). For x > 0, the circles C(x, 0, 0) have centers on the ray through 
the origin in the direction of el. Similarly the circles C(0, x, 0) and C(0, 0, x) have 
centers on the rays through the origin in the direction of ez and ea, respectively. The 
whole representation will have symmetries on the lines through the origin 
in the directions of el, e2 and ea and these symmetries correspond to permutations 
of the indices. More precisely, a reflection on the line through el (the x-axis) 
corresponds to the permutation (jk) that interchanges in the circles C(i,j, k) and 
C(i, k, j). In a similar way reflections on the lines through e2 and e3 correspond to the 
permutations (ik) and (ij), respectively. In Table 1 we give the centers and radii of the 
circles in only one hexant of the plane, the remaining circles are obtained by 
symmetry. Of course it needs a calculator and some patience to check that this 
representation works. One might ask whether there are general ideas or techniques 
behind this construction. We can only say that this representation was obtained by ad 
hoc methods, namely we kept choosing circles and perturbing them until they finally 
fitted. 
3. The Boolean lattice B6 
The fact that B, is not an (n - 3)-sphere order does not seem to be stated explicitly 
in the literature though certainly is known to many authors. An argument similar to 
that used in [1] to show that P, is not an (n - 1)-sphere order establishes this fact. 
Thus B 6 is not a 3-sphere order. Moreover, if B6 is a sphere order then it must have 
a representation by4-spheres in R 5 (see [1]). Consider a representation f B6 - 0 in 
which the singletion {i} is represented by a single point Pi, i = 1, 2, .. . ,  6. Let S denote 
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Table 1 
Circle Center Radius 
C(0, 0, 1) e 3 1 
C(0, 0, 2) 1.05 e 3 1.05 
C(0, 0, 3) 1.12 e3 1.12 
C(0, 1, 1) ( - 0.051, 0) 1.9755004 
C(1, 1, 1) (0, 0) 2.02651 
C(0, 1, 2) ( -- 0.07433, 0.0442) 2.02548 
C(0, 2, 2) ( - 0.101, 0) 2.077103 
C(1, 1, 2) 0.04889 e3 2.0754 
C(1, 2, 2) ( - 0.05212, 0) 2.126 
C(2, 2, 2) (0.0) 2.17812 
C(0, 1, 3) ( - 0.111, 0.103888) 2.095533 
C(0, 2, 3) ( - 0.1705, 0.0605) 2.16925 
C(1, 1, 3) 0.12002 e 3 2.14653 
C(1, 2, 3) ( - 0.1215, 0.0635) 2.22013 
C(0, 3, 3) ( - 1.64, 0) 3.6399995 
C(1, 3, 3) ( - 1.61, 0) 3.709984 
C(2, 2, 3) 0.1155 e3 2.29362 
C(2, 3, 3) ( - 1.54, 0) 3.77999 
C(3, 3, 3) (0, 0) 5.32 
the unit sphere of R 5 and assume without loss of generality that the points Pi lie on S. 
For each non-empty subset T _ [6], let S(T) denote the sphere representing it and let 
MT denote the center of S(T). Furthermore let S(T) denote the closed ball determined 
by S(T). For each proper subset T c [6], let C(T)  = Sc~S(T). We have that C(T) is 
a cap which is determined by two values: its center K [T] and its half-angle O(T). The 
center K[T] is the point of intersection of the line OMr with S (where O is the origin). 
The angle O(T) is the angle between the two lines OMr and OX where X is any point 
in Sc~S(T). Finally, for T1, T2 ~ [6], let ~(T1, T2) denote the angle between the two 
lines OK(T1) and OK(Tz). See Fig. 1. 
Now if T1 - T2 then S(T1) lies within S(Tz). Hence C(T1) c_ C(Tz). Therefore 
0(T,) + ~(T,,  T2) ~< 0(Tz). (1) 
Since we have S({1}) ~ S({1,2}) ~ S({1,2, 3}) ~ S({1,2,3,4}) c S({1,2,3,4,5}), then 
~({1}, {1, 2}) + q~({1,2},{1,2,3})+ ~({1,2,3},{1,2,3,4}) 
+ ~({1,2, 3,4}, {1,2, 3,4, 5}) ~< 8({1, 2,3,4, 5}). (2) 
Since C({1, 2, 3,4, 5}) does not contain C({6}), then 
8({1,2,3,4,5}) < ~({1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {6}) ~< 180 ° 
Therefore we have 
q~({1}, {1, 2}) + ~({1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}) + ~({1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}) 
+ ~({1,2,3,4},{1,2,3,4,5}) ~< 180 °. (3) 
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Fig. 1. 
The above inequality relates the distances on the sphere S between the points K{1}), 
K({ 1, 2}), . . . ,  K({ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}). There are similar inequalities obtained by permutations 
of 1,2, ... ,6. 
Let us prove that it is impossible to have a representation of B 6 with symmetries. 
Let el, . . . ,  e6 be unit vectors in •5 such that ei.ej = - -~ for i # j. Assume that there 
is a representation of B 6 such that the subset {ii, iz . . . . .  ik} co_ [6] is represented by 
a sphere whose center lies on the ray through the origin in the direction of the vector 
e i l+ "" + e~k. Simple calculations how that 
4~({1}, {1,2}) = ~({1, 2, 3, 4}, {1,2,3,4, 5}) = 50°46 ',
4~({1,2}, {1,2,3}) = 4~({1, 2, 3}, {1,2,3,4}) = 45 °. 
This implies that 
4i({ 1}, { 1, 2}) + 4~({ 1, 2}, { 1, 2, 3}) + 4~({ 1, 2, 3}, { 1, 2, 3, 4}) 
+ 4,({1,2,3,4},{1,2,3,4,5})= 191032 '. 
which contradicts (3). This shows that a symmetric embedding of B 6 fails. It is 
interesting to compare this with the situation of B5 which is a 3-sphere order and has 
indeed a symmetric representation by 3-spheres in ~4. The calculations how for Bs, 
with notations imilar to the above, that 
4~({1}, {1, 2}) + 4~({1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}) + 4~({1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}) = 152040'20 ". 
We end this note by making the following conjecture which implies that B6 is not 
a sphere order. 
Conjecture. Suppose that for each proper subset T c [6] a distinct point K(T)  is 
chosen on the unit sphere S in ~5 such that for each i = 1 . . . .  ,6 the two points K({i}) 
and K([6] - {i}) are antipodal with respect o S. Let 4~(T1, T2) denote the angle 
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between the two unit vectors rKIT, l and rK[T2]. Then 
max ~({ i l} ,{ i l , i2})  + ~({il ,  i2},{i l , i2, i3}) + ~({i1,i2, i3},{i l , i2, i3, i4}) 
i l l  2 . . .  i 6 ~ Z6  
+ ~({i l ,  i2, i3, i4}) {il, i2, i3, i,, i5}) > 180°, 
where the max imum is taken over all permutat ions ili2 ... i6 of 1,2, . . . ,  6. 
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